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In this thesis I examine the linguistic, semantic and sociolinguistic
components of the English modal system and the difficulty the system
presents to both instructors and learners of English as a second language
(ESL). The purpose of this study was to determine what these components are
and how they affect communication. I begin by defining what modality is and
how it is manifested in English. The focus is upon the one-word modals and
not the phrasal modals; however, some phrasal modals are explicated when a
contrast exists between the meaning of the one-word modal and its phrasal
equivalent. After the modal is defined, problem areas of form and meaning
are explicated. Then, a review of how grammar, specifically modals, has been
taught in the field of Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL) follows.
In this review, second language acquisition research is also examined for its
influence on grammar pedagogy.
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INTRODUCTION
Teaching English as a Second Language or Foreign Language (ESL/EFL)
has its moments of frustration and indecision when dealing with the errors
students make. Of these errors, one of the more difficult, in terms of
structure and meaning, to teach is the modality system (Celce-Murcia and
Larsen-Freeman 1983; and Quirk and others 1985). As a teacher of EFL/ESL
for the past five years, I have encountered the daunting task of teaching both
form and meaning with the modality system. Most recently, here in the U.S.
teaching high intermediates to advanced ESL students, I have had the task of
teaching the social pragmatics of modals. From these tasks I have raised
many questions as to the approach towards teaching modality and in what
way to approach the errors ESL learners make.
- How can modals be integrated early into L2 instruction, if they can be
at all, when the L2 learner is being taught the syntactic and structural
aspects of verbs in order that the learner is not confused by modal form
rules?
- Should the L2 learner be taught the sociolinguistic aspects of English
modality implicity or explictly?
- How can meaning be taught when the social situations vary greatly
from individual to individual and from group to group?
- What kind of instruction concerning modals should an L2 learner
receive and in what context should the learner receive it?
These questions stem from theories in Second Language Acquisition (SLA),
from teaching methodologies and from actual experiences that are
encountered both by the teacher in the classroom and from the student in
created and social situations.
Much of the controversy and many of the answers lie within the realm
of sociolinguistics and semantic theory, but some of the answers may be
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f o u n d in the modality system itself and in the linguistic constructs within
which modals are defined. Primarily, for the sociolinguistic curiosities have I
undertaken the task of examining the English modality system and how it is
or can be taught. However, as the study proceeded, I found I could not avoid
discussing the idiosyncrasies of modality form and still present a thorough
examination.
I began this thesis as an endeavor to increase my understanding of
modals and to gain insight into ways to teach them. The research began in
the sociolinguistic field because lack of knowledge in this area seemed to
cause the most errors for students. One vital concern was to determine the
reasons that would cause an intermediate or advanced ESL learner to tell me I
must attend his party and thus put me on the defensive w h e n his intent was
not one of offense. As I expected, much of the problem lies within two areas:
the perception of the speaker to the situation and the perception of the
listener to what is said in the situation. These perceptions and how to teach
them are the focus of this research.
Perceptions, though, are very subjective and often misinterpreted even
in an appropriate context. In this research I have found that the
misinterpretation of modals, primarily in the production and competency of
an ESL learner, is related to the approach by which modals are taught, the
varied meanings of modals, first language (LI) sociolinguistic interference,
intonation and misunderstood input from social contexts.
In this paper I deal with these factors influencing errors both
sociolinguistically and structurally. Structural errors will be dealt with from
the viewpoint of the idiosyncrasies of the modal system in relation to the
structure of other verbs. Sociolinguistic errors will be dealt with through the
social factors affecting modal usage. First, though, the modality system itself
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is defined in order to see what meaning is intended by modality as a whole
and by each modal. As well, the instruction given to modals through
research in second language acquisition (SLA) and applied methodologies
will be traced and evaluated as to the effect, if at all, on ESL learners. The
focus of this paper deals primarily with the one word modals — must,

should,

could, would, can, will — by examining the forms and meanings and h o w
they affect social situations. The periphrastic modals and modal idioms are
not extensively or intensively presented except w h e n they apply to examples
or tables and are juxtaposed to the one-word modals.
The English modal system often prompts teachers to create or find new
techniques that will work. Finding the right approach is not always easy nor
are the effects easily measured. What is certain, though, is that modals can
cause communication to break d o w n or send unintended messages to the
listeners. The more that is learned about modals and about h o w to teach
them, the closer and more quickly an L2 learner may have the opportunity to
use them appropriately.

Approaching the modal system in order to better

understand its contribution to the language will help in the implementation
of L2 instructions; therefore, knowing a would-be modal should be a must.

CHAPTER 1
DEFINING THE MODAL
Often, w h e n an instructor begins to teach modals explicitly in the
classroom, the students' response ranges from an "I know that" to a " H u h ? "
but the success rate is usually low when they are asked to produce or they are
given the opportunity to produce. This distinction is m a d e in order to
differentiate a rote response from a communicative one. The reason for the
confusion comes not only from the rules governing the modal f o r m and
f r o m the meanings conveyed by the modals but also from the w o r d modal
itself.
When ESL learners ask what a modal is, the instructor's reply will
inevitably be that a modal is a word like would, could or should.

This

definition works well in a class whose sole purpose is form, yet it fails
miserably to begin to convey the concept or even the form rules of a modal.
While it is comforting to know that modals are universal at least in concept
(DeCarrico 1986; Steele 1975; and Horn 1972), the defining of w h a t that concept
consists of is not. Webster's English Lexicon (1990) does not supply much
help in its assessment: "of or denoting verbal m o d e " ; however, the entry
modality does begin to enlighten: "the qualification of a preposition
according to which it asserts or denies the possibility, impossibility,
contingency or necessity of its context." This definition, though, is too
academic and not complete for it neglects how modality is manifested as well
as other meanings such as degree, advisability, and ability (Quirk and others
1985).
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Understanding modals is something that should be approached in
context. One way is intensively in a sentence, for example, by taking the
sentence "He can win the election" and juxtaposing it to the sentence "He
wins the election." What meanings are implied by substituting should,
could, would or must:: e.g., "He should win the election"; "He could win the
election"; "He would win the election"; or "He must w i n the election"?
Isolated sentences alone do not give an understanding of the meaning.
Context, not just on the sentence level or in juxtaposition, is adequate
enough for understanding, although this is just a start. Context should be
more extensive. It should encompass more of the dialogue even into the
social implications surrounding the dialogue. To present a more extensive
context requires an inductive examination of modals in which the
presentation is by meaning the sentence level in order. It is inductive because
a deductive approach fragments and isolates the modals, and in t u r n leaves
the ESL learner, and at times the ESL instructor, bewildered in a search for
meaning (Celce-Marie 1983). However, a deductive approach should not be
avoided.
By deductive, I mean that the rules concerning modals are given
according to the modal itself, i.e., all meanings are given for the one modal.
There is no context beyond the sentence level. Evidence of a deductive
approach or an approach void of context would be a chart such as the one
f o u n d in Azar (1989):
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Table 1: Modals listed by the word.
Auxiliary
Uses
(1) polite request
may
(2)
(3) less than 50%
certainty
might

should

(1) less than 50%
certainty
(2) polite request
(rare)
(1) advisability
(2) 90% certainty

ought to

(1) advisability
(2) 90% certainty

had better

be supposed to

be to
must

(1) advisability
with threat of bad
result
(1) expectation

(1) strong
expectation
(1) strong necessity
(2) prohibition
(negative)
(3) 95% certainty

have to

(1) necessity
(2) lack of necessity
(negative)

Present/Future
May I borrow your
pen?
You may leave the
room.
—Where's John?
He may be at the
library.
—Where's John?
He might be at the
library.
Might I borrow
your pen?
I should study
tonight.
She should do well
on the test, (future
only, not present)
I ought to study
tonight.
She ought to do
well on the test,
(future only, not
present)
You had better be
on time, or we will
leave without you.
Class is supposed to
begin at 10.
You are to be here
at 9:00.
I must go to class
today.
You must not open
that door.
Mary isn't in class.
She must be sick,
(present only)
I have to go to class
today.
I don't have to go
to class today.

Past

He may have been
at the library.
He might have
been at the library.

I should have
studied last night.
She should have
done well on the
test.
I ought to have
studied last night.
She ought to have
done well on the
test.
(past form
uncommon)
Class was
supposed to begin
at 10.
You were to be
here at 9:00.
I had to go to class
yesterday.

Mary must have
been sick
yesterday.
I had to go to class
yesterday.
I didn't have to go
to class yesterday.
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have got to

(1) necessity

will

(1) 100% certainty
(2) willingness
(3) polite request

be going to

(1) 100% certainty

(2) definite plan

can

could

(1) ability/
possibility

I can run fast.

(2) informal
permission
(3) informal polite
request
(4) impossibility
(negative only)
(1) past ability

You can use my
car tomorrow.
Can I borrow your
pen?
That can't be true!

(2) polite request

Could I borrow
your pen? Could
you help me?
—I need help in
math. You could
talk to your
teacher.
—Where's John?
He could be at
home.
That couldn't be
true!
I am able to help
you. I will be able
to help you.

(3) suggestion

(4) less than 50%
certainty

be able to

I have got to go to
class today.
He will be here at
6:00. (future only)
—The phone's
ringing. I'll get it.
Will you please
pass the salt?
He is going to be
here at 6:00. (future
only)
I'm going to paint
my bedroom,
(future only)

(5) impossibility
(negative only)
(1) ability

I had to go to class
yesterday.

I was going to
paint my room,
but I didn't have
time.
I could run fast
when I was a
child, but now I
can't.

That can't have
been true!
I could run fast
when I was a
child.

You could have
talked to your
teacher.
He could have
been at home.
That couldn't
have been true!
I was able to help
him.
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(1) polite request

would

(2) preference

(3) repeated action
in the past

used to

(1) repeated action
in the past

shall

(1) polite question
to make a
suggestion
(2) future with "I"
or "we" as subject

Would you please
pass the salt?
Would you mind if
I left early?
I would rather
I would rather go
have gone to the
to the park than
park.
stay home.
When I was a
child, I w o u l d
visit m y
grandparents
every weekend.
I used to visit m y
grandparents
every weekend.
Shall I open the
window?
I shall arrive at
nine, (will = more
common)

(Azar 1989, 110-112)

This chart, although complete with a breakdown of the modals into separate
foci of exercises, does not place meaning in a context. Instead, meaning is
isolated to the word, thus presenting the potential for the L2 learner to make
false generalizations from the facts given. The L2 learner may "latch o n " to
should or must as advisability and limit himself to these modals in all social
contexts or misplace advisability in semantic contexts requiring permission or
request:
a) "You should get married" to a single woman/teacher.
b) "You must use a different activity" to a teacher.
c) "You must give me my test" to a teacher.
Sentences (a) and (b) give examples of using should or must

wrongly in

different social situations. (See Chapter Two.) Sentence (c) misplaces must as
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a modal of advice into a situation which requires a r e q u e s t . Charts likes this
are more misleading than helpful (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983).
Before explicating each modal and its varied meanings, I shall examine
the varied meanings of modals. To say that modality is expressed in words
like could, should or would

does not begin to define the meanings that

modals add to the sentence. The most general of descriptions given to
modals are epistemic and deontic, where epistemic refers to the concept of
logical probability while deontic refers to moral obligation (DeCarrico 1986).
Epistemic and deontic are general in defining modals because almost
all modals can carry either an epistemic or a deontic meaning (Celce-Murcia
and Larsen-Freeman 1983): a) It must be getting late, b) You must leave now.
In contrast, these two sentences evidence the dual function of modals. In
sentence a), must is epistemic and in b), must is deontic. As is expected, this
explanation can be just as confusing as the fragmented chart, yet at closer
examination, these concepts are more helpful than detrimental.
Epistemic modals are also called "logical probability modals" because
they deal with deductions and inferences (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman
1983). Epistemic modals are the easier of the two kinds to understand because
they deal with degrees of possibilities, which is an extrinsic quality (Quirk and
others 1985). The meaning, therefore, is determined by more objective facts
outside of the speaker so that the meaning is true to all in the conversation.
This meaning is outside of the modal, not dependent u p o n the modal. Since
certainty is tied to the speaker's perception of the events surrounding
h i m / h e r , epistemic concepts can be expressed with any modal:
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Table. 2: Epistemic Modals, Alexander
might
very uncertain
may
could
*can
you
should
be right
ought to
have been right
would
will
must
almost certain
are right
certain
*can is seldom used epistemically in affirmative sentences; however, it
is often used in negative sentences (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman
1983). The reason for this is that can is often confused with another
meaning, that of ability.
(Alexander 1988, 208)
The order of these modals to express certainty about a situation is not a fixed
hierarchy, as seen in Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman's (1983) illustration.

Table. 3: Epistemic Modals, Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman
100%
will frarel
- must
- should
- may
0%
could, might
(Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983, 87)

Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman suggest a helpful test frame "to check your
intuition regarding these scales":
That

be the solution.

(87)
This test frame, being based on instinctiveness, leaves open a whole area of
needed research, if possible, regarding the miscommunication possible w h e n
one participant in a discourse possesses different intuitions from another.
Some possible questions for research are :
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1) Are there any identifiable epistemic modal preferences within
native English speaking social or regional cultures?
2) Are there any preferences in relation to language function a n d / o r
situation, i.e., academic, social, slang, etc.?
3) What LI sociolinguistic or psycholinguistic rules are overlapping
into L2 rules?
By sociolinguistic

, I mean here not the social hierarchy but rather the

perception of logic. These questions can only begin to be addressed in
research beyond the scope of this paper.
Another important aspect of epistemic modals necessary for meaning
presents itself in the negation of the modals. Some semantic differences
occur that change the hierarchy of certainty when n't or not is added to the
verb phrase. The first of these differences is with can and could . In CelceMurcia and Larsen-Freeman's (1983) taxonomy, can't and couldn't move to
share a position with won't which is rarely used to convey the meaning of
100% negative probability:
d) He could be at the store (He mentioned getting some things).
e) He couldn't be at the store (His truck's still here).
These two sentences illustrate the semantic difference negation has on could:
without negation could is midway to low on the probability scale, while with
negation it moves to an almost assurance that the result did not occur.
Epistemic modals, as seen, are subject to the viewpoint of the speaker
and listener in a speech act. They convey the possibility or certainty of an
event relating or showing how much weight the speaker gives to the
statement. Fortunately, miscommunication is limited in logical probability
because the use of the modal is determined by things external to the person,
i.e., the speaker is making a statement of probability which relies on shared
events between both listener and speaker. However, the certainty of a
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statement may be questioned by the other party because of his/her own
perceptions of the situation.
Deontic modals, on the other hand, are often used inappropriately by
the ESL learner in social situations, and thus the ESL learner is often
misunderstood. The intent of the speaker's, in this case an ESL learner's,
locutionary act is not always the intent necessary for the situation and may
break certain sociolinguistic norms or mores in the speech act. Because the
use and meaning of deontic modals result from the sociolinguistic situation,
i.e., the speakers' relationship to each other and their level of intimacy,
offense to one or both parties may result by the use of a socially inappropiate
modal. This problem is one which most grammar books cannot or do not
begin to cover. (See Chapter Three.). The reason lies in the socially derived
semantics of deontic modals.
An important part of understanding why modals are difficult to
explain and are often misused lies in the speech act. The speech act consists of
three things: 1) the locutionary act, 2) the illocutionary act, and 3) the
prelocutionary act (Kempson 1979). The locutionary act is the act of uttering a
word, phrase, sentence, or other conversation unit which has a certain
meaning. The illocutionary act is the intent which the speaker wishes to
express in the utterance. The prelocutionary act is the response which the
speaker wishes to ellicit. The sentence uttered is delivered with a particular
meaning (locutionary), a particular force (illocutionary) and with an intent to
achieve a certain effect (prelocutionary).
For modals, this becomes problematic in all three areas of the speech
act. First, an L2 learner must use the correct modal so that the correct
meaning is conveyed. Then, the L2 learner must contend with the "extrasemantic baggage" that a modal carries. Finally, the response desired must be
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determined and interpretable through the utterance. For example, if an L2
learner telephones someone and wishes for the person answering the phone
to check to see if the person h e / s h e wishes to talk with is there, then what
h e / s h e says becomes important in all three aspects. A mistake in the
locutionary act may have verifications unintended in the other two acts.
Consider this dialogue:
L2: I want to speak with Hiroko?
B: She's not here. Can I take a message?
L2: She has to be there. Go check.
This dialogue shows a breakdown in the selection of the locutionary act by the
choice of has to and then the imperative. Although has to conveys the
meaning of high probability a n d / o r necessity, its use, coupled with the
imperative, gives the utterance an unintended force, m u c h stronger than the
force used when a request is being made. As well, the elicited response may
be one of offense rather than action. Perhaps a better way would have been to
use ought to or may instead of has to, and then followed by could or would to
soften the request (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983). In this case an
understanding of the sociolinguistic implications of the deontic modals
w o u l d have allowed the L2 speaker to avoid miscommunication.
Modals that have a deontic function are problematic for various
reasons. First, the meanings can be arranged hierarchically like the epistemic
modals:

Table 4: Deontic Modals: Celce-Murcia and Larsen
might
could
should
you
had better
see a doctor
must
will
(Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983, 85)

Freeman 1
Speaker's authority or
urgency of the message
increases but not
necessarily in equal
increments.
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This arrangement may aid the L2 learner in distinguishing the urgency of a
matter, yet it gives no clues to the social implications surrounding that
urgency. The meanings of these modals are intrinsic by nature because the
meanings are determined within the social context. These modals convey
meanings of permission, obligation, and volition and can be expressed with
the same modals which are used epistemically (Quirk and others 1985).
f) You can go with your friends to the movies (permission).
g) You must go with your friends to the movies (obligation).
h) You will go with your friends to the movies (volition).
Cross reference sentence (f) with the notes in Table 2 to see how meaning is
confused by using can/could epistemically. Sentence (f) is the giving of
permission and not the asking. In asking for permission could is seen as
more polite than can, while in the reply, can is more direct and does not open
u p the possibility of condition (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983).
Unlike Quirk and others (1985), Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman
(1983), categorize the deontic modals into three groups: modals of advise
(See Table 4) and modals requesting permission or modals of requests in
general.

Table 5: Deontic Modals, Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 2
general request
will
you help me with the m a t h
would
problem?
can
could
request for
permission

may
I leave the room?
might
can
could
(Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1985, 84)
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In this perspective, obligation and volition are aspects of giving advice.
While this may be a simple methodology of approach for teaching modals
(Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983), it is not necessarily more helpful in
understanding the intricacies involved in social interaction. By dividing the
intrinsic quality of advice into obligation and volition, Celce Murcia and
Larsen-Freeman (1983) identify one misuse of modals for request which
makes the ESL learner seem "abrupt and aggressive" (84): the use of the
historical past form makes the request polite or softened [example: "Could
you take me to the store?" versus "Can you take me to the store?"] Quirk and
others (1985) help demonstrate the social weight given to the use of must,
have to and should , but do not give a guide for the social interactions
separating the pragmatics of obligation and volition and d o not distinguish
them from possibility. What is certain, though, is that in social interaction,
the more urgent a message or advice is, then the "stronger" the modal should
be.
In a study by Hinkle (1994), some reasons for miscommunication in
deontic modals were shown to stem from the improper interpretation of
input and from lack of research in the use of deontic modals, especially in
giving advice. A large part of the miscommunication results from the
"negative politeness" implied by giving advice. In the United States, the
giving of advice is used largely to reduce imposition instead of establishing
unity and solidarity. The phenomenon is most evident in subordinate social
situations in which a person is dealing with a superior. In a society where
there is a substantial hierarchy of culture, however, the more generous the
advice giving is. In the United States, the advice giving can be seen as
"sucking up," and is often avoided. As a result, in the United States, advice
giving is often reduced to indirect comments rather than bold and non-
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regressed comments. One of the few times in which people use bold, nonregressed comments occurs when the comment will affirm the superior's
social status. An example would be when an employer comments that he is
thinking of quitting and an employee replies, "You shouldn't quit. You are
too invaluable to the company."
When non-native speakers (NNS) of English first come to the United
States, they will hear countless pieces of advice by both friends and superiors.
This input very easily leads them to use the bold, non-regressed advice which
they hear again and again. Thus, a NNS first entering an intensive English
program or a university will be told what he or she should or should not do.
The N N S will then use should

to superiors such as teachers and

administrators not realizing that he or she has crossed a social boundary. The
N N S needs to be made aware of these boundaries and the offense caused by
crossing them. There needs to be many more studies of this problem, similar
to Ervin-Tripp's (1976) study of requests, which search for differences in the
use of deontic modals in the social arena.
An additional consideration of the deontic modals is the corresponding
quasi-modal or the periphrastic modal (ought to, had to). The difference
between the use of the quasi-modal and the use of the one-word modal is a
matter of formality. In most cases the one-word modal form is preferred over
the quasi-modal form:
i)
j)
k)

The United States must conserve its resources. (Formal)
We have t o / h a v e got to conserve our resources. (Informal)
The exam will count 50% of your grade. (Formal)
It's going to count 50% of your grade. (Informal)
You should tell your parents about this. (Formal)
You ought to tell your folks about this. (Informal)

In each sentence the simple modal form fulfills the formality in situations
requiring formality, while the periphrastic modal form, seemingly less
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formal, is better suited to the conversational mode (Celce-Murcia and LarsenFreeman 1983).
There are four other meanings modals convey besides the two major
meanings of logical probability (epistemic) and social interaction (deontic).
They are ability, desire, offer and preference (Celce-Murcia and LarsenFreeman 1983). These are expressions which neither relate a logical
assumption nor fulfill a social function. Ability is expressed through the
modal can ; desire is expressed through would like to ; offer is expressed
t h r o u g h would like , no infinitive; and preference is expressed t h r o u g h either
would rather or would prefer to.

With desire and preference, the modals

which represent the two meanings could be considered simple modal + verb
+ infinitive. However, they are frozen formulae which a student may more
easily learn as a whole than in separate linguistic parts.
Modal meanings cover two major functions and four minor ones in
which "major" connotes the broad and encompassing nature of the modal
uses to include either epistemic or deontic meaning, depending on the
context. All modals can function either epistemically or deontically. Only a
specific few may connote ability, offer, desire or preference. Epistemic modals
deal with functions of logic such as possibility, probability, certainty, necessity
and prediction. Deontic modals function socially in requests, permission,
advice, obligation and volition. The modal, then, can be defined as those
w o r d s which convey the feeling or emotion the speaker or user has towards
the situation.
With this perspective, then, the question remains as to how to present
English modals in a way not fragmented and not void of meaning, Whether
to present modals in a deductive manner or an inductive manner is a subject
of debate which includes the question of whether to focus on grammar at all.
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Chomsky (1965) says that the answer lies within the learner. Each human
possesses what Chomky calls a Universal Grammar. A language learner uses
this Grammar as the basis for formualting the grammar of another language.
H o w the learner obtains this grammar is the cognitive choice of the learner.
The learner's cognitive process, according to Chomsky, should be the deciding
factor in teaching grammar.
Most grammar books rely on a chart to present modals, whether all
together or individually. One chart of modal summation that includes most
of the meanings of modals is given by Quirk and others (1985):

Table 6: Modal Meanings: Quirk and others.
Group I
Permission
can/could

INTRINSIC
may/might

Possibility
Ability

EXTRINSIC

Group II
Obligation
must
have to
need

should
ought to
EXTRINSIC

Necessity
COMMITTED

NONCOMMITED

Group III
Volition
will/would

shall
Prediction
(Future)

(Quirk and others 1985, 221)

INTRINSIC

EXTRINSIC
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Table 6, while valuable to the ESL instructor, would be useful only in highly
advanced ESL classes where the learners would be able to analyze the
information. One way to make the presentation easier to use and to
understand for communicative purposes would be to rearrange a modal chart
so that the modals are listed under the meanings and not vice-versa. Thewlis
(1993) uses a chart that also includes corresponding phrasal modals with
examples for each meaning (compare Appendix A). In his chart, meanings
are listed in the first column with the modals in the next column, followed by
a sentence. This chart, although more helpful than a chart formatted
according to the modal alone, is not sufficient in three main areas. First, it
fails to intimate which meanings are for epistemic purposes and which are
for social. Although such an addition would appear to be a r e d u n d a n t , it
would alert the L2 learner to the sociocultural implication which the deontic
modals carry. Second, the chart's examples are devoid of context. The
sentences are by themselves and are open to the possibility for misuse. Even
though the meaning can be understood without the context, the relationship
of the people involved in the speech act is not determinable. Third, by not
differentiating between epistemic and deontic and by not supplying content,
the chart does not provide any rules of informality and formality. However,
these objections may be invalid due to the fact that including supplements
would extend the chart so much that it would be cumbersome. These
additions are best covered in subsequent exercises and explanations.
Determining the meaning of modals may as easily be accomplished
through the use of synonyms. By replacing modals with their equivalent
adjectives or verbs, teachers may offer L2 learners an alternative analysis of
modality. The synonyms could then be used in example sentences:
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Table 7: Modal Synonyms for Can
Epistemic

Deontic

C A N = be possible

CAN = be permitted

John can be lying.

He can go to the party.

It is possible that John is lying.
(Cook 1978, 6)

It is permitted for him to go to the party.

However, this exercise could be used only with high intermediate to
advanced L2 learners because of the intricate grammatical structure of the
n o u n clause. Furthermore, this exercise does not begin to include
sociolinguistic concerns.
Distinguishing whether a modal carries an epistemic meaning or a
deontic meaning is another problem. Not only can all modals carry either
meaning, but also there are times in which a modal may carry more than one
meaning or "overlap" one meaning with another. This occurrence is
especially true with will, which may carry both volition and prediction in the
example "I'll see you tomorrow." In addition, one modal may be
interchangeable with another, as in must/have to and can/may

and still

convey the same meaning. Yet, this is not true in all cases. A generalization
which governs the modals would have so many exceptions that the
generalization could be considered invalid (Quirk and others 1985).
However, some norms concerning the sentence in which the modal is used
can indicate the meaning of the verb. These include: 1) the type of verb
used, 2) the kind of subject, and 3) the way the verb is inflected (Cook 1978).
According to Cook (1978), the verb type can be either a state, a process,
or a n action. If the verb shows an action, then both the deontic and epistemic
meaning can be inferred from it, while a state or a process verb can convey
only the epistemic meaning:
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Table 8: Verb Type
state verb, be

The book may be in the
library.

Epistemic

Process verb, die

The patient may die.

Epistemic

Action verb, leave

He may leave the
country.
- It is possible for him
to leave

Epistemic

- He is permitted to
leave.

Deontic

(Cook 1978,13)

Nevertheless, this norm does not account for all modals. For example, the
sentence You must die for your country, uses a process verb, die, b u t the
modal shows a deontic meaning. The meaning could be obligation (deontic)
or necessity (epistemic).
Correlating to this norm is the aspect of the subject type used in the
sentence in which a modal is included. Epistemic modals, because they are
used with any verb type, can be used with any subject type. Consequently,
because the deontic modals are normally used only with action verbs, the
subject must be agentive, i.e., the subject must be the initiator of the action
(Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman, 1983).
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Table 9: Subject Type
nonagentive

Cocktail parties can be
boring.

Epistemic

nonagentive

John can fall from there Epistemic

agentive

Mary may make a cake.

Epistemic

- It is possible that...

Epistemic

- Mary is permitted to

Deontic

(Cook 1978,13)

The exceptions, here, are similar to looking to the verb type for meaning of
the modal. A nonagentive subject does not always carry an epistemic modal:
This class must be exciting.

This sentence has a nonagentive subject but can

have two meanings: It is very possible that the class is exciting or It is
obligatory that the class be exciting.

The first sentence conveys a deduction

from given facts, while the second sentence states a requirement. This
exception and the exception with the verb type fall into the category of action
adjectives or implications. Exciting and die both convey an action.

Exciting

implies that an effort must be made for the class to be exciting, and die
implies that the person must put his life at risk. These, however, are general
norms which are not always applicable and, therefore, are not always reliable.
Studies of the modal system show that the modal is difficult to define
in terms of meanings. Does the modal have a deontic or an epistemic
meaning? What sociolinguistical implications does the modal carry in
different social situations?

These questions make u p the answer to w h a t a

modal is. The answers are not complete; they are only partially answered.
For the L2 learner, the best approach may begin with identifying a modal
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word and not identifying what it does. The characteristics of modals and how
to teach them are the focus of the next two chapters.

CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF MODALS
English modals differ from regular verbs in many ways, making
modals doubly problematic in teaching and learning. ESL students must
learn not only the meanings but also the rules and the exceptions governing
the forms of modals. Some of these rules are structural and syntactic in
nature, while others encompass the linguistic and semantic representations
of time. Understanding these rules and applying them appropriately are
necessary for ESL learners to advance beyond the survival and informal
conversational levels of English.
Identifying modal auxiliaries when the modal is a one-word or central
modal is easier than identifying the phrasal modals. In this paper, though, I
focus on the central modals; therefore, a discussion of phrasal modals is not
undertaken here. The form, then, of the central modals can be explicated in a
chart:
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Table 10: Modal Forms
NONNEGATIVE

UNCONTRACTED
NEGATIVE

CONTRACTED
NEGATIVE

can

cannot/can not

can't

could

could not

couldn't

may

may not

mayn't

might

might not

mightn't

shall

shall not

shan't

should

should not

shouldn't

will
'11

will not

wouldn't

would

would not

'd

'd not

'11 not

must
(Quirk and others 1985, 135)

wouldn't

must not

mustn't

These modals follow certain criteria which separate them from other verbs.
These criteria cause most of the form mistakes which ESL learners make in
the use of modals.
To understand how these criteria differ from the criteria for main
verbs, Quirk and others (1985) use a chart that juxtaposes the modal auxiliary
with the main verb by giving example sentences of each:

Table 11: Modal vs. Main Verb
MODAL AUXILIARY
MODAL AUXILIARY
CRITERIA
(j) Bare infinitive

I can go.

(k) N o nonfinite forms

*to

(1) N o -s form

*She cans

(m) Abnormal time

You could leave this

MAIN VERB
*I hope go.

can/* canning/* canned to
come.

reference
evening, [not past time]
(Quirk and others 1985,137

hope/hoping/hoped

She hopes

to come.

You hoped to leave this
evening, [past time]
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These criteria, when not followed by the ESL learner, are a source of constant
agitation to the instructor who focuses entirely on form in classroom
instruction. However, two of the criteria do not affect the meaning of the
utterance: the bare infinitive and the no -s form. The no nonfinite form
affects meaning when the person to whom the statement is said is not a
sympathetic listener. The abnormal time reference, w h e n not fully
understood, affects the meaning entirely.
The time reference is the major deviance of form, which causes
problems in meaning. Whether the time reference of the modal is past,
present, or future is vital to the meaning of the sentence. English modals are
not always clear as to the time frame in which they operate because of the
absence of tense forms other than the historical past. Modals d o not carry a
marker of future tense, and they do not necessarily change form to indicate
past, except for hypothetical situations, inferences, and for showing necessity,
permission, advisability, and obligation.
Determining what time frame the modal occupies is necessary if an
ESL learner is to respond to, react to, or interpret the sentence correctly. To
determine the time frame, the meaning of the modal within the sentence
should be understood because the time frame of a modal is often determined
by the meaning, as well as other time words and the content of the discourse.
The meaning helps determine the time frame from the standpoint of w h a t is
being said about the sentence through the modal, i.e., a meaning of prediction
will use will or any other modal except must.

The time w o r d s should be an

obvious indication to the L2 learner so that there is no confusion. The
content aids in much the same way as the time words in that it supplies a
time frame within the discourse.
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Most of the time frame confusion occurs with the epistemic modals
because people w h o use them are making guesses, inferences, and predictions
about a situation. Deontic modals, though, express either an intrinsic quality
of the past in which modal + have + past participle is used or an intrinsic
quality with bearings on the present and the future. Thus, a statement such
as "You might at least come visit me" shows an urgency of the speaker for the
receiver to visit him or her. Whether it is in a present time frame or future
time frame is irrelevant: the urgency exists and will continue to exist as long
as the "request" is not met. Although placing an adverbial w o r d or phrase,
such as tomorrow

or next month or when you come to Nashville,

may

indicate a specific time for the action to take place, the urgency is still real and
will continue to be real. The urgency is real in the time mentioned.
Therefore, deontic or social interactional modals do not cause the confusion
that epistemic modals can. The obvious exception is the use of must, which
changes to the phrasal verb had to in order to express the past for obligation.
If the obligation was not met, then was supposed to can be used (Thewlis
1993).
Epistemic modals, when they refer to the future, can be used to express
a prediction. In this case, the meaning of the modal, (i.e., prediction),
determines time frame:
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Table 12: Modal Future Time
Meaning
Form
will
certain
should

probable
quite likely

may
might
could

quite possible
somewhat possible

may not
m i g h t not
shouldn't

possibly not

won't
(Thewlis 1993, 275)

probably impossible
not likely
impossible

Examples
(a) We will arrive in one
hour.
(b) We should be able to
get a good price for Andy's
car.
(c) I may be late tonight.
(d) You'd better take an
umbrella. It could/ might
rain tonight.
(e) We may/might not get
there in time.
(f) This s h o u l d n ' t hurt.
(g) That w o n ' t happen.

In these sentences, will by itself expresses prediction about the future. With
may, might or could , a time word is used, while should, may/might
and shouldn't

not,

do not require a time word. Notice that could + not is not

used. The reason is that the meaning would change to that of a past inability
to d o something: He couldn't come.

Using can + not

does not make it a

future time frame either. Instead, it expresses a present inability: "He can't
come." The two primary indicators of time frame remain the time words and
the meaning the modal carries.
When the meaning is inference, the time frame will be either present
or past. The past time frame is formed by using the modal + have + past
participle, while the present time frame uses all the modals except can, will
and

would:
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Table 13: Modal Inferences: Time Frame
Form
Meaning
must
There is no other possible
conclusion.
should
This is a reasonable
conclusion, but it is
possible that there is
another conclusion.
may/might/could
This is one of several
possibilities.

may not/ might not

shouldn't

must not

can't/ couldn't

Example
(a) That m u s t be John.
I've been expecting him.
(b) John should be here
somewhere. He said he
was coming.

(c) She may be unhappy.
(d) They might have
some problems.
(e) John could be here.
This is one of several
(f) She may/might not be
possibilities.
here. I haven't seen her
yet.
(g) That shouldn't be
This is not a reasonable
conclusion, but it could be Mary's brother. She told
me he wasn't planning to
possible.
be here.
(h) I've looked
This is not a possible
everywhere for Mary. She
conclusion.
must not be here.
This is impossible.
(i) That can't be John. I
know he's still out of
town.
(j) He couldn't be in two
places at the same time.

(Thewlis 1993, 277)
Making a logical deduction or inference about something uses a statement
which depends u p o n present facts, so the modal is in the present time frame
and not the future time frame. If the time frame appears to be in the future
"Mary should come on Friday because it is pay d a y / ' then the meaning is no
longer one of inferencing but of prediction.
In the present time frame, three modals — can, will, and should — have
meanings which may be confused with prediction or meaning (Thewlis 1993).
Will and can may also make statements of general possibility or certainty
that preclude predictions in the future time frame:
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Table 14: Will and Can in Present Time
General Possibility/ Certainty
(a) My brother can be really grouchy
w h e n he first wakes up.
(c) A criminal will always return to the
scene of a crime.
(e) San Francisco can be cold and foggy
in the summer.
(Thewlis 1993, 279)

Frame
Specific Prediction
(b) He might be more cooperative after
he has had breakfast.
(d) We might identify some suspects by
watching to see w h o comes by.
(f) We will need our jackets if we go
there.

In these cases, will and can function within the criteria of the present time
frame by expressing the timelessness of the statement (Celce-Murcia and
Larsen-Freeman 1983).
Should in the present time frame can have two other meanings,
which are related to prediction and inferencing. One use is to show a
reasonable expectation:
"There's someone at the door."
"Oh, that should be my brother. He said he would drop b y "
(Thewlis 1993, 279).
This use, though, is so closely related to an inference that the time frame
should not be confusing. The other use, however, supplies difficulty that
extends beyond the time frame. This use is in hypothetical situations in
which the opposite of what is said is true:
"I should be happy that you're here." (I'm not happy.)
The time frame here is the present, and it appears that an inference has been
made; however, the situation or implication is that the inference is not true.
Should in this case has an implied meaning that things are not as they seem.
Much of the uncertainty surrounding the time frame of modals comes
f r o m the forms of modals and the labels given to those forms. Historically,
the past form of modals has been as follows:
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Table 15: Historical Past Tense
Historically Past-tense forms
Historically Present-tense forms
can
could
will
would
might
may
shall
should
must
n o form
(Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983, 81)

For must there is no historical past tense. The past-tense form of the
periphrastic modal have to , had to , is used because it is a close equivalent to
must.

In this case Shall, is considered the historical present form of should;

however, shall is chiefly used in British English and not American English
(Quirk and others 1985).
The historical past tense, as a grammatical term, is a form which is
most often cited by transformational grammarians. The basis for this citation
comes from the backshifting which takes place in reported speech (CelceMurcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983). Backshifting is the term used to describe
the shifting in tense when using reported speech. If the direct quotation uses
the present tense, then the formal distinction of that verb in indirect or
reported speech is in the past tense. Thus, in the sentence "What will h a p p e n
to him?" the present-tense form will becomes would : "She asked w h a t
w o u l d h a p p e n to him." This formation is confined to the formal usage of
indirect speech, however, and is often disregarded in informal conversation,
especially w h e n meaning is not affected (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman
1983).
Apart from the evidence in backshifting indirect speech, other
evidence for a "past tense" form comes in the modals can, would and might
w h e n used to express ability, habitual actions and future events in past time,
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i.e., referring to a future time from the past time frame. The use of these onew o r d modals is shown in Thewlis's chart:

Table 16: Can, Would and Might in Past Tense
Meaning
Modal
ability
could/couldn't

habitual actions

would/wouldn't

f u t u r e events in the past would/wouldn't

might/might

not

Example
John could speak
French w h e n he was
younger.
W h e n he lived in
France, he would always
have wine with his
meals.
Naomi hoped that she
w o u l d have the kind of
vacation
where she might meet
someone and fall in
love.

(Thewlis 1993, 410)
In this example, the time frame for the main clause is the past as evidenced by
the subordinate " w h e n " clauses and the verb hoped in the main clause.
These sentences express past events that have originated and stopped in the
past. They may or may not be true today.
The historical past-tense modals are past tense in these situations but
only w h e n the time references, such as subordinate clauses and specific time
words, allow the past time frame. In all other situations, modals d o not have
a specific past-tense form. When a modal is used for either an epistemic or a
deontic purpose, then the past tense form of modal is expressed with the
perfect aspect marker of have + past participle :
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a) If you had mowed my lawn for me, I would have paid you $5.
b) I should have gone there
last week.
in 1972.
on Tuesday,
in May.
then.
at that time,
last time.
(DeCarrico 1986, 672-673)
Sentence (a) is past tense by the fact that the subordinate clause is in the
perfect tense. The main clause happened after the subordinate and as a result
of the subordinate, the simple past must be used (Celce-Murcia and LarsenFreeman 1983). Sentence (b) is the deontic modal used in the past-tense.
Here, note that the past time is connected to simple past time references — last
week, in 1972 ~ which requires a simple past time. Contrast sentence (b) with
the following, which distinguish modal + have + past participle as the simple
modal past and not some "perfect" tense or time:
c) * I lived in the dorm
d) I have lived in the dorm
e) * I should have lived in the dorm

since
since
since
since

last year.
1972.
then.
that time.

(DeCarrico 1986, 672).
Here, sentence (d) conveys the proper use of "perfect" time with have + past
participle because of the time references beginning with since. Sentences (c)
and (e) are not possible grammatically because they are simple past and
simple modal past, respectively, and cannot take the same time references as
the middle sentence. These time references require that a perfect tense be
used, and sentence (d) is the only one which meets this requirement.
DeCarrico, in her argument for modal + have + past participle as the
simple modal past, does sight an example in which this construction cannot
be labeled as simple past:
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It should be noted that in certain contexts, present perfect meaning can
be pragmatically forced, as in "He should have been here by now."
(Compare "He should have been at the lecture," in which the normal
modal simple past is the only possible interpretation with no time
expression at all.) There appear to be very few cases like this
(1986, 674).
She continues by noting that cases like this one are similar in function to the
use of the perfect tense with the adverb just or already , in which the simple
past tense can be used without interfering with meaning (Celce-Murcia and
Larsen-Freeman 1983): for example, "I just washed the dishes" instead of "I
have just washed the dishes."
To further illustrate the case for modal + have + past participle as the
simple modal past form, DeCarrico adapts the Bull Framework chart of CelceMurcia and Larsen-Freeman (1983), placing within it the hypothetical past
time:

Table 17: Bull Framework
A time before the Basic axis time
Axis of
corresponding to
basic axis time
Orientation
the moment of
reference
Future time
He will have
He will do it
done it (future
(simple future)
perfect)
he has done it
He does it (simple
Present time
(present perfect)
present)
Past time

He had mowed
the lawn (past
perfect)
Hypothetical past If you had
mowed my lawn
time
for me
(DeCarrico 1986, 676)

before I got home
Saturday (simple
past)
I would have
paid you $5

A time after the
basic axis time

he will d o it
(future of the
present)
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This chart demonstrates two important distinctions of the modal + have +
past participle form: first, the modal + have + past participle functions as the
simple past in the hypothetical or conditional past time; and secondly, the
modal + have + past participle semantically functions in the hypothetical and
conditional past time to communicate about an action or possibility that
either did not occur or could have occurred, depending on the degree of
certainty.
Possessing the semantic quality of not happening, the modal + have +
past participle form often confuses L2 learners. They must realize that this
form does not refer to some indefinite past but rather to a definite past, one in
which nothing happened. This reference is true for both logical and social
modals:
Social Interactional
Advisability/Obligation
a. You should have paid him a better salary.
b. They might have at least sent her a get-well card.
c. They could have at least paid the postage.
Logical Probability
Inference:
d. She can't have finished the entire assignment yet.
e. He must have been here earlier today.
f. They should have arrived in London by now.
Possibility:
g. Pierte may have been Belgian.
h. He might have seen her already.
i. He could have come on the early train.
j. Who can that have been?
Prediction:
k. He will have left by the time we get there.
1. By then I will/shall have collected the last cent of w h a t he
owes.
(Celce-Murcia 1983, 88-89)
With the social interactional examples, the use of should, might and could +
have + past participle indicates that the event did not happen. Sentence (a)
above gives advice on a past event. The past event is a definite point in time
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where something, in this case paying a better salary, was not done and the
speaker of this sentence expresses his/her opinion about the matter. The
modal should shows a strong feeling about the opinion. Sentences (b) and (c),
like (a), express advice about a past event; however, they can carry various
degrees of emotion or urgency with them concerning the opinion on the
matter. First, the sentences, according to Tables 4, 5 and 6, carry the least
degree of urgency with them in the advice department, yet, w h e n spoken
with the stress upon the past participle and when accompanied with rising
intonation on the end of the sentence, a sense of contempt, frustration, or
indignance is expressed toward the fact that the event did not happen. In this
situation the speaker is upset that what seems to him or her as a social duty
has been neglected by the inaction of another.
This hypothesis I have concerns the meaning of could and might
w h e n they are used deontically. This hyposthesis needs further research to
test its validity. Some light may be shed upon the fact that in Alexander
(1988), neither could nor might

is listed as advice. This omission raises the

question of whether can and might

do not function in the past as social

interactions but rather as ability and possibility only. This hypothesis might
account for the contempt and frustration inherent within these statements.
The question which then arises is how to teach the subtleties of emotion
carried by could and might in have + past participle situations where the
modal could mean advice of the past, ability of the past or possibility of the
past, as well as a contempt because the situation did not occur.
Expressing an opinion in the area of obligation or volition, though, is
different from giving advice. With the simple past modal (modal + have +
past participle) when expressing advice, the action most likely did not occur.
However, with would or must in the simple past modal form, in which case
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must becomes had to (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983; and Quirk and
others 1985), the simple past modal form indicates the obligation or volition
u p o n the part of the subject towards the event and implies that the event did
transpire because of the duty involved (Alexander 1988):
He had to have taken her to the doctor, (because he was her guardian)
He would have carefully disposed of the oil. (after he changed the oil
because he always obeys the law)
W h e n used for epistemic purposes, though, the likelihood of the event
having taken place is directly related to the semantic certainty of the modal
used. That is, with a high possibility of the event having occurred, then the
modal which carries more certainty will most likely be used. Therefore, will
+ have + past participle indicates an almost 100% chance of the action having
taken place, whereas could + have + past participle conveys a high degree of
uncertainty as to the occurrence. The same is true w h e n the statement is
negated: could/can + not + have + past participle relates the impossibility of
the event while may/might

+ not + have + past participle relates the

uncertainty as to whether the event happened or not. Semantically, the
epistemic simple past modal makes a logical deduction about a past event
with no carry over of the "perfect" tense within the "have" marker.
The question, then, is how to present this link between form and
meaning or more specifically the relation of form, time and meaning for the
simple modal past. To ascribe the historical past tense as the guideline would
be true only with ability, habitual past and formal indirect speech. To ascribe
modal + have + past participle would cover the remainder but leave out the
former. Jeanette S. DeCarrico (1986), following the work of Bowen and
McCreary (1977), suggests a sequence for presenting to the ESL learner the
English modality system which takes into account the differences between the
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historical past and the modal + have + past participle. In this sequence,
DeCarrico classifies the historical past as irregular past time forms and the
modal + have + past participle as regular past time forms:

Table 18: Modal Past Tense Forms
Meaning category
Modal
Regular
Possibility
may
might
could (1)
Probability
must (1)
Advisability, obligation should
ought to
Preference
would rather
Desire

would like to

Hypothesis
Irregular
Necessity

would (1)

Modal past form
may have gone
might have gone
could have gone
m u s t have rained
should have gone
ought to have gone
w o u l d rather have
stayed
w o u l d like to have
stayed
would have studied

must (2)
have to
can
be able to

had to speak
could (2) speak
was able to speak
would (2) play tennis
Habitual past
Note: Modals with two meanings are listed separately as (1) and (2).
(680)
Ability

DeCarrico's sequence begins with the introduction of modals according to the
functions and the modals that fulfill those functions, not the modal and its
possible functions (1986). The next step is to give the present forms of all
regular modals as well as the past form of the irregular modals. Then the
present conditional is introduced, followed by the hypothetical past. In
conjunction with presenting the hypothetical, the modal simple past of
modal + have + past participle is shown as the actual past time frame for the
regular modals and not a perfect aspect. The last step in the sequence
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involves the past conditionals. The same time frame is involved, thus
nothing new needs to be learned, except that in the conditional clause "the
past perfect tense is required while the modal simple past stays in the main
clause" (DeCarrico 1986, 677-681). With this approach DeCarrico intends to
avoid the confusion of using the word "perfect" in describing the modal
simple past.
Byrd and Benson (1992), in Applied English Grammar, clearly make the
distinction which DeCarrico makes concerning the modal simple past form.
In this book, could and would are separated from the modal + have + past
participle form and are explained according to the meanings of past time
ability (could) and past time habit (would) , with a note concerning can for
present time skills and abilities and could for past ones that have been lost.
The modal + have + past participle as the modal simple past form is
explained with could, should, would, might

and must.

Could have, would

have, and should have are all used to express an opportunity, obligation or
want, respectively, that went unfulfilled (1992, 150-152). Might have a n d
must have are used for inferences that may or may not be factual concerning
the past. The exercises which follow these explanations ask the L2 learners to
d r a w from their own past to relate experiences involving ability, habitual
action, opportunity, obligation, want and inferencing.
Other books such as Danielson and Porter's (1940) also make the
distinction of modal + have + past participle as the simple modal past form.
As with Byrd and Benson, Danielson and Murphy (1990) also employ
communicative activities to teach these modals. As the understanding of
modals has increased, so have the ways to teach them. H o w modals, in the
context of grammar, have been taught through the history of TESOL is the
subject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER THREE
L2 MODAL INSTRUCTION IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Learning a second language or languages is not a "new" phenomenon,
nor are the methods which are used to teach those languages necessarily
"new." People have been learning and teaching languages other than their
own since humanity first found the need to communicate across cultures and
nationalities. Throughout history there have been varied methodologies
concerning the teaching of a second language, most notably the GrammarTranslation Method, the Direct Method, and the Reading Method (See
Bowen, Madsen and Hilferty 1985). Not until recently, though, have theories
of second language acquisition (SLA) been explored or explained. Since this
paper deals with the teaching of modals and what they are, an overview of
grammar's role in SLA research is helpful to perhaps provide insight into the
focus that may or may not have been placed on modals in ESL instruction.
The role of grammar in the teaching of a second language has
historically been the center of debate (See Bowen, Madsen and Hilferty 1985
for discussion of the Grammar-Translation Method and the factors that led to
the Direct Method), but even more in the past 25 years of SLA research (CelceMurcia 1993). At the root of this debate is the concept of language acquisition
versus language learning. Some recent debate is found in Lightbown and
Pienemann (1993) and Krashen (1993, 1992). Krashen (1988) defines the
difference between language acquisition and language learning as the
difference between the unconscious and the conscious faculties. Language
acquisition, according to Krashen (1988), "is very similar to the process
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children use in acquiring first and second language" (1). The process is an
"unconscious" one in which the child, or in the case of learning a second
language, the L2 learner, is immersed in the target language, and the language
is acquired. However, even the unconsciousness or innateness of first
language acquisition has not always been the preferred theory (Fromkin and
Rodman 1988). The primary concern in acquisition, though, is the message
which is conveyed and understood apart from some analytical interaction of
language learning based on the conscious awareness of errors and the
"presentation of explicit rules" (Fromkin and Rodman 1988, 2). The
emphasis either towards unconscious or conscious learning has a direct effect
on the decision to teach grammar explicitly as the primary focus or implicitly
as a peripheral subject.
The theories of SLA in the past 25 years have helped to mold and shape
methods of second language pedagogy in hopes of creating a "perfect"
method; however, no such paradigm of acquisition exists to accommodate all
the variables involved in SLA (Kramsch 1992). Consequently, there is no
"perfect" comprehensive method. With the notable exception of Krashen
(Dulay and others 1982; and Skehan 1989), most SLA paradigms attempt to
explain only a portion of the acquisition process. Invariably, grammar has
some part in each paradigm. The thought behind the theories is not limited
to one field; they come from cognitive psychology, social psychology,
linguistics, psycholinguistics and social linguistics (Kramsch 1992).
Furthermore, certain factors such as social needs, available resources and
philosophized positions have helped determine the emphasis of a particular
theory and subsequent methodology (Bowen, Madsen and Hilferty 1985). For
the past 25 years, four main methodological approaches have arisen from
SLA: the audiolingual approach, the cognitive code approach, the
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comprehension approach, and the communicative approach (Celce-Murcia
1993).
Before SLA was recognized as an actual field of study, the methods
within teaching a second language were based upon behavioralist psychology.
With this base, research focused on contrastive analysis to find the areas of
differences from the LI into the L2 so that errors could be prevented or
suppressed (Larson-Freeman 1993). Behavioralist psychology and the needs
of World War II (Bowen, Madsen and Hilferty 1985) brought about the
audiolingual method. This method used language drill exercises, beginning
with limited vocabulary and simple linguistic structures and then moving to
higher vocabulary and more complex linguistic structures. This methodology
fit conveniently into the paradigm that language learning was from habit
formation. Grammatical structure was foremost in determining the
instruction (Celce-Murcia 1993, Richards 1984). However, grammar was not
explicitly taught as in rules of use or form, despite the drilling of the forms.
The inadequacies of this method sparked the birth of SLA as a field (Kramsch
1992; Dulay and others 1982). Errors could not always be attributed to
imitation or transfer problems; more cognitive powers were at work. The
focus turned in support of Noam Chomsky's theory that language learning
was an innate process of rule formation (Larsen-Freeman 1993; Fromkin &
Rodman 1988; O'Grady and others 1989).
Chomsky's theory challenged the whole infrastructure of audiolingualism. The theory grew from cognitive psychology. Instead of the
theory in which old habits are being replaced with new habits, Chomsky's
theory emphasized the cognitive process which allows that acquisition is
innately shared by all learners because of the ability to decipher and formulate
rules of grammar from the input, i.e., the language received (Cook 1985;
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Fromkin & Rodman 1988). In theory, what a language learner does is interact
with what Chomsky calls the Universal Grammar. This Universal Grammar
constitutes language properties in the mind which are not made of rules of
grammar but rather of general principles inherent in all grammar. To arrive
at a particular grammar, then, a process is engaged which "selects" from the
different possibilities inherent in Universal Grammar (Cook 1985). The
approach taken from this theory, the cognitive code approach, was a 180degree turn from the audiolingual approach. In the cognitive code approach,
grammar was arrived at either deductively or inductively according to the
desire of the learner. The cognitive code approach focused much more
attention on grammar through error analysis, while correction was
encouraged in the classroom to assist in the interaction with the Universal
Grammar (Celce-Murcia 1993).
Error analysis, though, was as inadequate as the contrastive analysis of
the audiolingual approach. With error analysis learners were not rewarded
for their success; instead learners were neglected. In addition, the learners
could avoid errors completely by staying away from difficult or complex
structures. These limitations helped refocus error analysis to include the
overall performance, the good and the bad, of the language learners (LarsonFreeman 1993). With this shift, the emphasis moved away from the lexiconbased instruction of the audiolinguists. In the new methodologies, grammar
began to be taught through the notional/functional syllabus which focused
on the context and the situation of grammar rather than a step-by-step
structure.
The functional/notional syllabus grew from the need to communicate.
This syllabus' primary goal, according to Finnocchiaro and Brumfit (1983), is
for the L2 learner to have "the ability to use real, appropriate language to
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communicate and interact with others" (10). Finnocchiaro and Brumfit (1983)
further state:
The functional-notional approach springs from an attempt to classify
exactly what aspects of a language have been mastered by a particular
student. . . It was suggested, particularly, that language was much
more appropriately classified in terms of what people wanted to do
with the language (functions) or in terms of what meaning people
wanted to convey (notions) than in terms of the grammatical items as
in traditional language teaching models
(Finnocchiaro and Brumfit 1983, 12).
Grammar loses its preeminence as an explicitly taught aspect of L2 pedagogy
in the functional-notional approach. This emphasis on communicating as
opposed to grammar led to two approaches: the comprehension approach
and the communicative approach.
The comprehension approach was conceived by language
methodologists in the U.S. as they tried to "recreate the first language
acquisition experience for the L2 learner" (Celce-Murcia 1993, 290). The name
"comprehension" draws attention to the importance and contrast of
comprehension over production. In this approach grammar is inductive as
structure and other lexical items are sequenced into the instructional program
(Celce-Murcia 1993). Some, most notably Krashen and Terrell (1983), went a
step further and proposed the total exclusion of grammar so that acquisition
would not be hindered by focusing on form and so that errors might
"naturally" work themselves out. From this approach some studies, most
specifically Dulay, Burt & Krashen (1982), asserted that because of evidence of
an order of morpheme acquisition a creative construction takes place in the
L2 learner. This theory prompted the idea of an innate syllabus (LarsenFreeman 1993), suggesting that grammar need not be the focus of L2
instruction.
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The communicative approach arose from a combination of
anthropological linguistics and functional linguists. These linguists operate
from the base that the purpose of language is communication (Savignon
1993). For L2 instruction, the communicative approach means that
organization of language instruction should be centered not on lexical or
grammatical points but around tasks, semantic notions or pragmatic
functions; i.e., functions in which the learner would have to communicate.
This relegating of grammar to a lesser role and leaving it without a clear focus
produces much debate in the communicative approach field concerning the
importance of teaching grammar (Celce-Murcia 1993).
As to the teaching of the English modality system, the varied role of
grammar instruction has both advantages and disadvantages for the L2
learner. Since the modality system is a unique combination of form, syntactic
placement, pragmatic function , and sociolinguistic use, no one theory of SLA
begins to encompass all that a modal signifies. The audiolingual approach
explicitly seeks to teach the form; the cognitive approach is more suited to the
pragmatics; the comprehensive approach seeks the implicit instruction in
hopes of acquisition; and the communicative approach supplies an
appropriate avenue for the sociolinguistic functions. An eclectic approach of
all forms would seem the best route, but even then there is a question as to
when to explicitly teach and when to implicitly supply the correct use of the
modality system.
Most textbooks today approach grammar, including the modals, in an
eclectic fashion. Danielson and Porter (1990), Badalamenti and Stanchina
(1993), Riggenbach and Samuda (1993), Thewlis (1993), and Byrd and Benson
(1992) are a few of the actual grammar texts which rely on a combination of all
four approaches, especially the cognitive and communicative approaches.
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The modals are presented in a cognitive fashion, which supplies a meaning,
the modal(s) to be used with that meaning, examples of how the modal(s)
i s / a r e used, and a communicative task to practice using the modals within
the semantic meaning. Two areas, though, which are lacking in attention are
the form rules and the sociolinguistic concerns. Byrd and Benson (1992) give
four examples with brief explanations of formation and "three common
errors" accompanying modals (141),while Danielson and Porter (1990) d o not
even mention them, perhaps because Danielson and Porter's book is
intended for college-level students. However, Danielson and Porter seem to
have the best focus on the sociolinguistic appropriateness in using modals
since they devote a whole chapter to social uses, supplying social and cultural
notes.
One modal example under the semantic heading "Advice and
Opinion" in Riggenbach and Samuda (1993) illustrates the lack of
sociolinguistic use. In this example, L2 learners are asked to identify extracts
f r o m certain self-help books by matching them to book titles. All of the
extracts have examples using should or its periphrastic equivalent ought to
as the modal to indicate advice. Seven of the eight use ought to or should

in

referring to the reader and, interestingly, all utilize a stronger way of making
advice ~ the imperative. One example extract is as follows:
Learn to cook! You ought to learn some unusual and exotic dishes that
you can prepare in advance. Pretend that it was easy and effortless to
prepare so you can focus your attention on her and not on the meal.
Wait for her to compliment you on your skills as a chef. Remember
you should never beg for compliments
(Riggenbach and Samuda 1993, 73).
While this and the remaining examples have appropriate uses of should,
ought to and the stronger imperative in giving advice in the context of
instruction or self-help, they may not be appropriate w h e n used in another
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context, i.e., where the social hierarchy or relationship is different. Thus, the
L2 learner may infer that when talking with a teacher or a host parent, he or
she may think like the following:
- Give me my grades! You ought to let me know my score as soon as
you can.
- Get your clothes out of the washing machine. They are finished and
you should take them out so I can use it.(l)
(1) Both examples are grammatically corrected versions of things said
to my wife and me in the course of our dealing with international
students.
This area of sociolinguistic concern is not normally addressed in grammar
textbooks. This dearth of coverage lies mainly in the fact of the uncertainty of
norms and lack of research into the use of modals, especially for advice
(Hinkel 1994).
Despite the absence of sociolinguistic concerns (especially in the
hierarchy of social relationships and the lengths of conversations, that is,
whether the topic discussed is one which is on-going throughout the social
relationship or one which is meaningful only for the moment at hand [Seelye
1984]), grammar, specifically modals, has become part of the movement to
make L2 learning more enjoyable and more useful than in the strict
Grammar-Translation and other earlier methods. What effects this
movement has on the acquisition or the learning of another language is a
subject continually open for debate. It cannot be conclusively stated that
grammar should be taught explicitly through the application of grammar
rules or that it should be taught implicitly through communicative activities.
The pendulum concerning the matter of explicit versus implicit
instruction of grammar is one which is now beginning to point towards the
inclusion of formal or explicit grammar instruction in the classroom
(Pienemann, 1989; Lightbown and Pienemann 1993; and Dekeyser 1994).
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Explicit is defined as the formation of grammatical rules either before or after
examples have been given, whereas implicit is defined as not giving any
grammatical rules (Dekeyser 1994). The implicit approach to grammar is the
one preferred by Krashen (1992, 1993), where grammar instruction is a
peripheral aspect designed or used only for L2 learners to "monitor" their
formation of grammatical units (Krashen 1993). Since the focus is returning
to the explicit instruction and away from the strictly communicative task,
how can grammar, specifically modals, be taught in order to avoid the
mistakes of the past?
Before answering this question, the term grammar should be defined
to avoid ambiguity. Grammar has been defined in many terms, some vague
and others specific. Fromkin and Rodman (1988) define grammar as : "What
w e know: it represents our linguistic competence . . .

[it is an] internalized

unconscious set of rules" which governs the language a person uses (13).
O'Grady, Debrovolsky and Aronoff (1989) are a little more specific: "the
explicit system of elements and rules needed to form and interpret sentences"
(456). However, neither of these definitions divides the word grammar into
workable headings for this paper. The best way, I have found, is LarsenFreeman's (1991) suggestion to divide the word grammar into three subgroups: form, meaning and use, where form is the structure and syntax,
meaning is the semantic role and use is the pragmatic role. These three
groups are used in a four-part Grammar text for L2 learners which is edited by
Larsen-Freeman (Badalamenti and Henner-Stanchina 1993; Riggenbach and
Samuda 1993; Thewlis 1993; Frodesen and Eyring 1993). For modals, form
would involve the rules of how to make a modal, i.e., the rules that separate
modals from other verbs , for example, 1) not using the infinitive: he *must
not to go to the movies; 2) no third person singular: *He cans run the mile
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in four minutes; he can runs the mile in four minutes; 3) no do support in
negation: He don't could go to the meeting; and 4) n o marker of tense with
exception of modal past tense. The meaning of a modal includes possibility,
permission, advisability, prediction, willingness, ability, certainty. Use of
modals concerns the informal versus formal uses as in whether to use a onew o r d modal or a phrasal modal and in the social appropriateness of a modal,
especially the deontic modals.
At times the form and meaning are not discernible from each other as
in the case of showing the past tense (Thewlis 1993, 410). Teaching the
grammar of modals, then, falls into three different but not always distinct
areas: form, meaning and use. Deciding how to teach the grammar or if to
teach the grammar of modals at all is not an easy decision. With the goal of
communicative competence, i.e., being able to communicate, not necessarily
native-like, but rather in the sociocultural context (Savignon 1993), language
teaching may have some helpful guidelines in the components of
communicative competence:
1) Sociolinguistic competence/appropriacy: The speaker/writer knows
how to express the message in terms of the person being addressed and
the overall circumstances and purpose of the communication.
2) Discourse competence: The selection, sequence, and arrangement of
words and structures are clear and effective means of expressing the
speaker's/writer's intended message.
3) Linguistic competence/accuracy: The forms, inflections, and
sequences used to express the message are grammatically correct.
4) Strategic competence: The speaker/writer has effective and
unobtrusive strategies to compensate for any weaknesses s h e / h e has in
the above three areas.
(Celce-Murcia 1993, 295)
Of these four areas of competence, only number 3 deals with the form of
grammar while two more, number 1 and 2, deal with the use and meaning,
respectively.
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Grammar, form, use and meaning should be taught in the context of
communication. Celce-Murcia (1993) divides the instruction using the three
grammatical areas of competence. She titles these teaching grammar as
meaning, teaching grammar as social function, and teaching grammar as
discourse. She specifically addresses modal auxiliaries in giving an example
of grammar as a social function. In this example, the deontic modals for
requesting are used to illustrate the differences or levels of politeness in
English.
(Will/Would) you open the door?
(Can/Could) I talk to you for a minute?
(Celce-Murcia, 296)
The media for this instruction, she suggests, should come in the form of
dialogues, role plays and simulations. However, the best suggestion she gives
is in her parenthetical comment that instructors should provide "careful
observations of native-speaker behavior a n d / o r elicitation of native-speaker
preferences with reference to specific request situations" (Celce-Murcia, 297).
Perhaps this area of sociolinguistic research is the one most needed by L2
learners in order to avoid inappropriate and offensive comments.
As far as teaching the form of English modality explicitly, Celce-Murcia
(1993) identifies six variables, three from the perspective of the learner and
three from the perspective of the instructor. These variables provide a
guideline from which instructors can make the decision whether or not to
teach grammar:
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Table 19: Variables for Explicit Grammar Instruction
Less
Focus on Form
Important
Learner Variables
Age
Proficiency
level
Educational
background

More
Important

Children
Beginning

Adolescents
Intermediate

Adults
Advanced

Preliterate,
no formal
education

Semiliterate,
some formal
education

Literate,
well educated

Instructional
Variables
Skill
Register
Need/use

Listening, reading Speaking
Writing
Formal
Informal
Consultative"
Survival
Vocational
Professional
communication
T h e consultative register is what we use with people whom we deal with
frequently but with whom we are not close on a personal level.
(294)

What is needed in this chart, then, for clarification are the criteria for defining
a beginner, intermediate, and advanced speaker. Once these criteria have
been established, then the guidelines may be of more use on this point.
One important factor in this guideline is the importance placed on
form at the advanced, literate, formal and professional levels. This emphasis
suggests that linguistic competence at this level is a necessity. In addition, at
this level, the L2 learner is better able to analyze objectively the form of the
language so that all factors - use and meaning -- are not jeopardized in the
communicative act. Thus, the importance of form is equal to the
communicative task at hand, whether it be functioning in academia, social
situations or professional situations.
In a study by Fotos (1994), an attempt was made to enjoin the
communicative task with the heightened and renewed focus on the form of
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the grammar. Fotos combined grammar instruction with communicative
skills through grammar consciousness raising tasks. Her focus was on
meaning in the grammatical structures used in the study. She found that
grammar consciousness raising tasks could be successfully and effectively
implemented in the L2 classroom, while increasing the accuracy of the
learner's production. In terms of modality, grammar consciousness raising
tasks can be used as a medium for students to determine meaning as brought
out by the use of the modal. For example, the L2 learners could determine
attitude of formality involved in the case of deontic meaning or decide the
certainty which the sentence carries with it in the case of epistemic meaning.
Even further, L2 learners could distinguish deontic from epistemic meaning
by the context of the text or dialogue.
While these approaches are important to the teaching of modality and
grammar in general, they are not the only ones. These approaches are only a
few, but they give insight into some, if not most, of the grammar texts a n d / o r
other texts, which attempt to incorporate grammar in some fashion.
My stance is that an eclectic approach that involves understanding the
acquisition of and the language needs of the L2 learner is best. By
"acquisition" I mean both the conscious and the unconscious working
together, not as blindly applied methodologies, but rather by sequenced parts.
For modals, this would mean an explicit instruction of form rules for the
beginning student coupled with drills or rote practice involving the
manipulation of the form. As the ESL learner advances, then a less explicit
method would be applicable, especially with the deontic modals. Then, by
teaching implicitly, the learner would be able to use the modal effectively by
applying the appropriate one in conjunction with both the meaning and the
social situation.
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Grammar instruction does not enjoy the preeminence it once held as
"the" subject of ESL learning, yet it has come back from being pushed off the
edge of ESL instruction and has rightly taken its place among the foci of ESL
language instruction. For modals, though, this role is a boon to the ESL
learner, especially where the form and meaning are concerned. With the
integration of modals into the sociolinguistic and meaning aspects of
language, modals cannot, and should not, be taught separated from their
communicative role or function. How to do this effectively, however, still
remains a challenge in all three aspects but more so in sociolinguistic
appropriateness. The history of grammar has not been stagnate and, for the
teaching of modals specifically, it is one which must not be neglected by the
ESL instructor because of the sociolinguistic concerns that modals carry.
For instructors to be (better) able to teach modals, they must be
equipped with knowledge of the many intricacies surrounding modals.
There are no rules to assist the instructor but there are guidelines that can aid
both instructor and learner. Whether instructors take an explicit or implicit
approach to instruction, a formal or informal one, a communicative or
cognitive approach, they must have an awareness of the myriad of facets
modals have both epistemically and socially. We still, though, may never
completely or comprehensively know how to teach the English modal
system.

APPENDIX A

Figure 20: Common Meanings of Modal Auxiliaries
Meaning
One-Word Modal
Examples
necessity
must/mustn't
We m u s t leave before
5:00.

permission

advisability/obligation

We m u s t n ' t be late.
May I come in?

may
can/can't
should/shouldn't

ability

can/can't

future activity

all modals

inferences

all modals

You can't smoke here.
Victor should study
every day.
He shouldn't speak
Spanish at home.
I can ride a bicycle, but I
can't swim.
Roberta Chong-Davis
will probably be living
on the moon.
I should arrive next
Tuesday, but John
might come the day
before.
It must be raining, the
streets are wet.

(Thewlis 1993, 64-65)
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